Curriculum Overview for Year 4
Art & Design

English











Reading
Secure decoding of unfamiliar
words
Read for a range of purposes
Retell some stories orally
Discuss words & phrases that
capture the imagination
Identify themes & conventions
Retrieve & record information
Make inferences & justify
predictions
Recognise a variety of forms of
poetry
Identify & summarise ideas











Writing
Correctly spell common
homophones
Increase regularity of handwriting
Plan writing based on familiar forms
Organise writing into paragraphs
Use simple organisational devices
Proof-read for spelling &
punctuation errors
Evaluate own and others’ writing
Read own writing aloud






Grammar
Use wider range of conjunctions
Use perfect tense appropriately
Select pronouns and nouns for
clarity




Use & punctuate direct speech
Use commas after front adverbials






Speaking & Listening
Articulate & justify opinions
Speak audibly in Standard English
Gain, maintain & monitor interest of
listeners














Number/Calculation
Know all tables to 12 x 12
Secure place value to 1000
Use negative whole numbers
Round numbers to nearest 10, 100








or 1000
Use Roman numerals to 100 (C)



Column addition & subtraction up to
4 digits
Multiply & divide mentally
Use standard short multiplication











Geometry & Measures Compare
2-d shapes, including
quadrilaterals & triangles
Find area by counting squares
Calculate rectangle perimeters
Estimate & calculate measures
Identify acute, obtuse & right
angles
Identify symmetry
Use first quadrant coordinates
Introduce simple translations









Fractions & decimals
Recognise tenths & hundredths
Identify equivalent fractions
Add & subtract fractions with
common denominators
Recognise common equivalents
Round decimals to whole
numbers
Solve money problems

Design & Technology









History

Chemistry
Changes of state
The water cycle





Physics
Sound as vibrations
Electricity: simple circuits & conductors



All topics covered will be achieved through a combination
of investigation and theory.

Languages

Discussions on likes and dislikes and school subject vocab
Ask & answer questions
Speak in sentences using familiar vocabulary
Develop appropriate pronunciation
Look and discuss weather, sport, food, music asking and
answering questions in Spanish

British History
The Anglo-Saxons in Britain

Biology
Classify living things
Food chains





Use research& criteria to develop products which are fit for
purpose – Homes and shelters linked to topic on homeless
Use annotated sketches and prototypes to explain ideas
Evaluate existing products and improve own work
Cookery and baking bread

Foreign
French
















Physical

Design & write programs to achieve specific goals,
including solving problems using scratch
Use logical reasoning through scratch
To be able to touch type
Understand computer networks
Use internet safely and appropriately with
emphasis on e-safety linked to presentations
Collect and present data appropriately using
spreadsheets, data loggers and office software
Develop and use animation software

Geography



Country study: Asian Continent.



Study of contrasting locations including physical
features, land use, changes over time. (London
and Orkney)
Describe & understand rivers. Thames river study.
Look at mountains and the ranges, how mountains are
formed, understanding of mountains and impact on
humans, weather around mountains




Data
Use bar charts, pictograms & line
graphs

Science

Use sketchbooks to collect, record and evaluate ideas
Improve mastery of techniques such as drawing, painting
and sculpture with varied materials
Learn about great artists, architects & designers
Comment on similarities and differences between their own
and others' work, and adapt and improve their own
Drawing: Develop knowledge of correct proportions in
portraits





Mathematics

Computing

Music



Whole class Instrumental Teaching (WCIT)



Pupils learn an instrument all year and take part in 3
concerts throughout the year to share progress. Lessons

Education

Religious

Education

Christianity






Broader History Study
BHM – Nelson Mandela
Earliest ancient civilisations of Ancient Egypt.
Life in Egypt
Farming
Poor and rich
Pharaohs
Famous Egyptians






Use running, jumping, catching and throwing in isolation and
in combination – Development from year 3 with small games
Play competitive games, modified as appropriate
Develop flexibility & control in gym looking at points and
patches and balances, dance & athletics
Compare performances to achieve personal bests
Focus on Gym, Dance, Netball, Hockey, Tag rugby, Tennis,
Cricket and Athletics – All topics are next stop on from year
3 with focus on rules as well as development of techniques



What can we learn about the life and
teaching of Jesus?



Who is Jesus and what does it mean to
follow him today?



What did Jesus teach about?



Love, Sin, Forgiveness and redemption;
Revenge and peace



How do people express their beliefs and
identity?



Multi-faith - How should we live and who
can inspire us?

